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SYSTEM COST ESTIMATES DOCUMENT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The RRS program was initiated to provide life science
investigators relatively inexpensive, frequent access to space
for extended periods of time with eventual satellite recovery on
earth. The RRS will provide an on-orbit laboratory for research
on biological and material processes, be launched from a number
of expendable launch vehicles, and operate in Low-Altitude Earth
Orbit (LEO) as a free-flying unmanned laboratory. SAIC's design
will provide independent atmospheric reentry and soft landing in
the continental U.S., orbit for a maximum of 60 days, and will
sustain three flights per year for I0 years. Our Reusable
Reentry Vehicle (RRV) will be 3-axis stabilized with artificial
gravity up to l. Sg's, be rugged and easily maintainable, and have
a modular design to accommodate a satellite bus and separate
modular payloads (e.g., rodent module, general biological module,
ESA microgravity botany facility, general botany module).
The purpose of this System Cost Estimate Document is to provide a
Life Cycle Cost Estimate (LCCE) for a NASA Reuseable Reentry
Satellite (RRS) Program using SAIC's RRS design. The estimate
includes development, procurement, and I0 years of operations and
support (O&S) costs for NASA's RRS program. The estimate does
not include costs for other agencies which may track or interface
with the RRS program (e.g., Air Force tracking agencies or
individual RRS experimenters involved with special payload
modules (PMs)). The life cycle cost estimate extends over the i0
year operation and support period F¥99-2008.
The PRICE H data used as the basis for this analysis was
generated by cost, Inc., a Fairchild Space subcontractor, based
upon information generated by SAIC/Fairchild. This report has
been prepared by SAIC based upon that data base.
2.0 REQUIREMENTS
This document was generated in response to the requirements for a
preliminary cost estimate as defined in the RRS Statement of Work
(SOW; Paragraphs 3.2.7 and 3.2.8) and DRL-T-2238 (Item 03_ DRD
MF-165T). These requirements include:
a. RRV Development. Prepare a preliminary cost estimate for
the development, fabrication, and test of:
(i) the first RRS vehicle with appropriate spares, launch
adapters, GSE, and recovery handling equipment.
(2) a second flight unit and spares.
b. RM Development. Prepare a preliminary cost estimate for the
development, fabrication, and test of:
(i) the RM with appropriate spares and GSE.
(2) the GCEM.
c. Integration. Determine the timelines for integration of the
RM to the RRS vehicle and estimate the associated cost.
d. Refurbishment. Determine the timelines and schedules
associated with refurbishment of the RRS vehicle and RM for
the next flight.
(i) Estimate the appropriate level of system and subsystem
spares and material cost for refurbishment
(2) Estimate the total associated cost of refurbishment
(3) Estimate the possible effects associated with learning
curves on the project cost over a i0 year period.
3.0 PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES
There are two key issues which drive the cost of the RRS program,
the level of redundancy required to achieve the necessary degree
of fail operational capability to land within the CONUS and the
size of the payload.
3.1 Public Safety
The issue of assured public safety is discussed in detail in the
Final Report and is a redundancy, and therefore, investment cost,
driver for the program. However, the fail operational nature of
the design also mitigates the refurbishment (and potentially
part screening level) concerns which are based primarily upon
catastrophic single point failures. Therefore, the basic issue
becomes one of initial versus life cycle cost. The best example
of this is probably the use of liquid propulsion. Although
somewhat more expensive in the beginning, a critical
consideration for a non-reusable vehicle, the payload flexibility
and low reuse cost clearly are more advantageous over the life
cycle for a reusable vehicle.
3.2 Payload Size
One of the key issues addresses in the cost analyses was the
possibility of achieving cost savings via the use of the newer,
smaller commercial boosters. However, the basic 18 rodent, 60
day requirement drove a i000 pound class payload which in turn
drove the vehicle size. To assess the smaller vehicle approach,
the basic design was scaled down to several smaller sizes as
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discussed in the Final Report, the smallest being roughly the
size required for a Taurus launch. This analysis resulted in the
following observations:
- The smaller booster is cost inefficient on a per unit
payload basis. For example, three Taurus launches
(approximately $81M) are required to achieve the same number
of rodent-days that a single RRS Delta launch (approximately
$45M) can provide. Furthermore, since the Delta has a dual
launch capability for the orbits accessible to the Taurus,
the Taurus is effectively over 3 times more expensive than
the Delta.
- The smaller vehicle required for a Taurus class launch
will not easily accommodate off-the shelf equipment,
resulting in less redundancy (a public safety issue) and/or
the need to develop more compact components at higher
development cost and cost/schedule risk.
4.0 COST ESTIMATING
4.1 Relationships/Procedures
SAIC's mid-term cost estimate for the RRS Life Cycle Costs used
SAIC's Integrated Cost Model (ICM) which was developed in
1984-85, with annual updates, to estimate space systems. The ICM
was built from various data sources including many point design
estimates of different satellite and space systems performed by
Boeing's Parametric Cost Model for acquisition costs. In
addition, modifications have included adapting Cost Estimating
Relationships (CERs) from the Unmanned Spacecraft Cost Model 5th
and 6th Editions, office of Secretary of Defense's (OSD's) Space
Bus Cost Model, OSD's Space Sensor Cost Model, and various vendor
actuals or quotes for specific subsystem point designs. The ICM
is primarily a weight-based parametric cost estimating cost model
with the capability of accepting analogy or vendor quote
estimates at the subsystem level and "integrating" them with
historical subsystem and system cost factors for assembly,
integration, test, and documentation.
For the final report, SAIC used the GE(RCA) Price H cost model to
estimate the cost of the development and manufacture of the RRS
at the detailed level needed to provide the required cost
breakout. The inputs were provided at the unit level and basic
cost runs made for the individual unit, single flight vehicle
and 2 flight vehicle cases. 50% spares were then added to the 2
vehicle case to approximate the 2 vehicle operating case, and a





The following program assumptions have been made and considered
in this preliminary life cycle cost estimate:
a. Standard off-the-shelf (OTS) components and subsystems
have been used to the greatest extent possible in
designing the RRV and PM.
b. Surface landing at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)
with a parachute has been costed.
Co A Post-Recovery Facility and equipment at NASA's White
Sands Test Facility (WSTF) on WSMR will be leased for
mission use.
d. The Rodent Module (RM) mission is representative (and
the most complex, stressing and costly mission) of other
Experiment Module (EM) missions in terms of costs and
has been used for estimating all payload missions.
e. RRS missions will be launched using a Delta ELV. A 94%
launch reliability factor based on experience has been
used for the Delta ELV which translates into a
requirement for 33 launches and 5 RRSs plus subsystem
spares to achieve 30 RRS missions. Two RRSs and spare
subsystems would be procured in the acquisition phase
and three RRSs during the O&S phase.
f. There will be both dedicated and contracted (leased)
personnel and equipment for RRS operations and support
activities at WSMR.
4.2.2 Economic Assumptions
The following economic assumptions were used to prepare this life
cycle cost estimate:
a. This estimate is costed in constant fiscal year 1990
dollars (FY90$).
b. The first RRS unit (RRS #I) is assumed to be a
developmental unit that will be paid for with R&D
funds.
Cs The second RRS unit (RRS #2) and replacements/spares
are assumed to be procured with acquisition funds.
Any follow-on RRS units would be bought in the O&S
phase.
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d. A 100% production learning curve is assumed for all
subsystems and vendor cost quotes because of the
small quantities of RRSs planned and to provide a




are counted in the acquisition
fQ All contracted or leased personnel are assumed to
cost an average of $120,000 (loaded cost rate) per
manyear. This cost represents an average rate for
an engineer, skilled manufacturer, or experienced
satellite mission operator/controller.
g. Delta launch costs include launch assembly,
integration, test, and launch personnel.
4.2.3 Operational Assumptions
The following operational assumptions were made for this Cost
estimate:
aQ The O&S life cycle is I0 years starting with first
operational launch at the start of FY99 and ending in
F¥2008. All launch costs are accounted for in the
O&S estimate.
be RRV mission operations and support will be performed
by contractor personnel.
C. Payload module operations and support
performed by RRS contractor personnel.
will be
do The Eastern Test Range (ETR) and Western Test Range
(WTR) are assumed as launch sites. WSMR is the
assumed landing site.
e. All ELV launches are assumed to be dedicated to RRS.
fe Replacement/refurbishment time is assumed to require
60 days.
g, RRS/ELV integration and test is assumed to require
30 days after the first two launches.
5.0 RISK ANALYSIS/ASSESSMENT
The assessment of the development was discussed in the Final
Review and presented in detail in the Payload Hazard Analysis.
This review assessed each component of each subsystem in terms of
the development status, previous use, potential vendor, and
development confidence. Although some new components were
identified, the components were essentially all a modified
version of proven hardware. This, in conjunction with the high
complexity factors used in the PRICE H model, combine to make the
overall cost risk in the low-medium category.
6.0 COST ANALYSIS
This analysis was performed in two parts, the development of the
RRS and the cost of operations. The preliminary development cost
reported at mid-term have been updated using the GE PRICE H
model. The operating costs are essentially unchanged from the
mid-term estimates.
6.1 Development Cost
The RRS is composed (Table i) of i0 subsystems distributed among
the vehicle (RRV), which is made up of the main and deployed
modules, the Rodent Module (referred to as the Payload Module in
this report), and a payload adapter for the RRV/booster
interface.
The basic program (Table 2) includes two flight vehicles and
payload modules to provide the initial and 2nd unit estimate, an
Engineering Test Vehicle (ETV) for thermal/structural and booster
interface testing, vehicle and payload emulators to allow
independent parallel development, a Ground Control Experiment
Module, multiple payload adapter units for various functions and
appropriate spares for refurbishment and schedule protection.
The required subsystem quantities are shown in Table 3.
A total of ii PRICE H runs (Table 4) were made, 2 for modeling
verification and 9 production runs to develop the analytical data
base. All runs were made in the development mode since there are
too few vehicles to justify the production tooling required to
achieve the savings estimated in the production mode. Production
runs were made with both unconstrained (to validate the schedule
presented in the Manufacturing Plan) and defined. The analysis
in this report was done using the unconstrained (PRICE H
calculated) schedule since the was shorter and less costly for
all items. The raw PRICE H output for the production runs is
provided in the appendices.
Three basic run configurations were used in this analysis. The
single item run (#5) was made to establish the basic cost of
subsystem development. A run (#3, #8) establishing the cost
through the first flight vehicle (including the ETV, emulators,
etc.) was made to establish the cost of the initial flight
vehicle. A run (#4,#9) with a second vehicle was added to
establish the cost of the second flight vehicle. A run (#6, #10)
with the two flight vehicles and spares was made to establish the
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spares and refurbishment cost. A fourth run (#7, #ii) was also
made for the delivery of four vehicles with spares to determine
if doubling the buy would create significant per unit cost
savings.
6.1.1 Item Breakout
Development and unit cost have been estimated at the subsystem
hardware level within each module (Main, Deployed, Payload) and
summed to obtain the basic vehicle and Rodent Module cost (Table
5). The Main and Payload Modules, the control and propulsion
assemblies and the GNC subsystem are the basic level of
integration and test. The two assemblies and the GNC are then
integrated to form the Deployed Module, and then the Main and
Deployed Modules to form the RRV. The cost of integrating the
Payload Module into the RRV's Main Module is also estimated.
6.1.2 Cost Breakout
DRD-MF-165T specified 6 cost categories to be used in reporting
this analysis. These categories represent groupings of the basic
PRICE H engineering and manufacturing data output. The groupings
used in preparing this report are as follows:
ao Development Cost. The sum of the PRICE H
(Engineering) drafting and design cost, excluding I&T.
Do Systems Engineering Costs. The sum of the PRICE H
(Engineering) system and project management
(reliability, etc.) cost elements, excluding I&T.
Co Documentation Costs.
cost element.
The PRICE H (Engineering) data
d. Fabrication Costs. The PRICE H
prototype cost element, excluding I&T.
(Manufacturing)
e. Testing Cost. The sum of the PRICE H drafting,
design, systems, project management, and prototype
cost elements for I&T.
f. GSE Costs. The PRICE H (Manufacturing) tool-test
equipment cost element.
6.1.3 PRICE H Analysis
The prime cost drivers (quantity, mass and complexity) of the
PRICE H estimation are summarized in Tables 6 and 7. The
manufacturing (electrical, mechanical) and engineering
complexities are given for each item in Table 6. All estimates
are based upon space quality hardware (see detailed appendix
data; platform value 2.0). The mass properties used in the
estimate are compared with the final report mass properties in
Table 7 at the module subsystem level. All computations are
based upon dry weight without margin, with the distribution of
the margins (%Mar) used in determining the launch weight shown as
a percent of subsystem weight.
6.1.3.1 Schedule
Part of the uniqueness of the SAIC design is the high degree of
modularity and the resulting parallel processing. Although this
aspect of the program was taken into account in establishing the
master schedule presented in the Manufacturing Plan, the
unconstrained PRICE H computed schedule was viewed as an
opportunity for an independent assessment of the projected
schedule. Figure 1 presents the duration of each cost element,
identifying the critical milestones (first unit, first flight
vehicle, second flight vehicle and spares), as well as the
quantities to be delivered at each milestone. Figure 2 presents
the same information in the probable start/deliver position.
Since the Figure 2 flow is a reasonable approximation of the
master schedule (Figure 3), the unconstrained model was used as
most representative of the probable program.
6.1.3.2 PRICE H Data Base
Tables 8 through 12 present a summary of the primary PRICE H data
which was assessed in this analysis. The data is organized by
module and includes an overall system summary. The development,
first and second flight unit, and spares cost is presented at the
subsystem level. Note that the cost of the first vehicle is
significantly greater since the ETV, emulators, etc, are
considered part of the initial vehicle overall development cost.
Subsequent to the PRICE H runs, the refurbishment philosophy for
the propulsion assembly on the DM was changed. The initial
intent was to clean the assembly for reflight within the required
60 days. However, because of the safety critical nature of the
propulsion subsystem, the decision was made to spare the assembly
for use in the refurbishment, allowing a less time driven
refurbishment. Since the additional acquisition data already
existed from Run 7, the results were combined in lieu of
additional model runs. A similar estimation for the GNC I&T
(Table 13) was made to correct a data entry error.
6.1.3.3 Cost Summaries
Tables 14, 17, 18 and 19 present a summary of the Run 5 (first
unit), Run 3 (through first flight vehicle), Run 4 (first and
second flight units, and Run 6 (the two flight units and spares)
broken out by subsystem and cost category. Most of the
subsystems could be cross-checked against available hardware for
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cost consistency. However, the propulsion system represented an
integration of available components rather than a specific
subsystem. Therefore, an independent assessment (Table 15) of
the probable cost of the subsystem was made and compared to the
PRICE H data (Table 16). The only significant difference,
fabrication, was higher for PRICE H since more than a single
system was being procured and the definition of 90% new drove the
test cost. Table 20 summarizes the overall cost by subsystem in
a single tabulation.
6.1.3.4 Program Costs
The above cost represent the only the hardware (PRICE H) element
of the total program cost. Several approaches (e.g., PRICE S)
were considered for software cost estimation before the technique
presented by R. Wong in "Space Mission Analysis and Design" was
selected as providing a reasonable estimate without significant
sensitivity to design details. Estimates (Table 21) were made
for both the RRV and RM and included in the overall vehicle and
program function summaries (Tables 22 and 23)
6.2 Operations Costs
Operations and support costs were generated by assessing each RRS
subsystem's requirements to be replaced, refurbished, or reused
after inspection and testing following each mission. The
manpower and time required to operate and support each mission
were estimated and multiplied by $120,000 per manyear. Leasing
costs for mission operation and recovery equipment and facilities
were also estimated. Finally, system level costs to support the
missions and support functions were estimated. The RRS O&S
estimate assumes that 34 S-II ELVs and 6 RRSs (or 33 ELVs and 5
RRSs for the Delta ELY option) are required to meet 30 successful
RRS mission launches over a 10-year period.
An RRS operations and support cost model was constructed to
estimate the cost of 30 successful RRS missions over I0 years.
First an assessment of each RRS subsystem was made to determine
whether that subsystem would require replacement, refurbishment,
or simply inspection, test and reuse. The estimates in the T1
replacement ("TI REPLAC") column are the ICM production T1 costs
used to generate the acquisition estimate. If a subsystem must
be replaced each mission (e.g., the hydrazine or heat shield)
then this T1 value is used along with a 100% learning curve and
the total life cycle quantity required (qty/mission times number
of missions). The model was not rerun with the PRICE H data
since the variation between the basic model values were within
the probable error of the computations.
Costs to lease a tracking and data network ($20,000/mission),
ground control system ($50K/msn) and recovery equipment and
facilities ($100K/msn) are our best estimates at this time.
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Personnel costs per mission were made by estimating the number of
personnel required for each task times $120,000 average manyear
cost. Forty manmonths/mission were estimated to prepare for
mission operations, operate during the mission, and perform
post-mission analysis. Experiment module operators (i.e., the
scientists responsible for the experiments) are not costed as
expenses to NASA. Twenty-four manmonths per mission were
estimated for payload module operations and support. Twenty
personnel for 2 weeks (i0 manmonths) were estimated for RRS
landing recovery, post-recovery facility efforts, and RRV
deactivation tasks. Launch vehicle personnel are included in
Delta launch cost estimates.
The following factors (as a percentage of total operation and
support costs less ELV launch costs) for system level expenses:
The operating and support cost estimate is presented in Table 24
by RRSs, launch, hardware & equipment ("HW/EQUIP"), personnel &
lease, and total costs with for the Delta. All costs are provided
in millions of constant 1990 dollars (FY90$M).
System Engineering/Program Management (SE/PM) I0%
Integration & Assembly 10%
Test Activities 10%
Training O&S Personnel 5%
7.0 SUMMARY
In summary (Table 25), the proven Delta/Atlas boosters are cost
competitive with the newer, smaller commercial boosters if viewed
on a total program requirements basis. A total cost of about
$200M for the development and production of 2 flight vehicles is
split roughly 50-50 between development and production and the
$50M per vehicle cost compares reasonably with recent GPS IIR (a
comparable sized vehicle) experience. When viewed on a Life
Cycle basis, the cost of the 4 vehicle program is less than a 5%
increase and would appear to be a good investment against
unforseen booster failure, especially if dual launches are used
to decrease the overall program cost.
l0
FIGURES AND TABLES
TABLE I: RRS _UBSUSTEM DISTRIBUTION
SUBSYS


























Reentry Heat Shield .........
Thermal Radiator Passive HE/R/P/Ctl ---
Struct Primary Primary Press Vsl Primary
Astromast Cage Assy RRV Intf
ECLSS Storage --- ECLSS ---
Recovery --- Parachute ......
Depl Mech
Harness P, C, &D P, C, &D P, C, &D P, C, &D
P,C,&D - power, control, and data
v
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TABLE 2: RRS ITEM DEFINITIONS
Quantity: 2 Flight Reusable Reentry Vohlolos (RRV)
Consisting of I Main Module (MY) and I Deployed Module (DM)
i Engineering Test Vehicle (ETV)
Selected flight quality subsystems + Thermal/Mass models (TMM)
1 Vehicle Emulator (WE)
Complete working/tested MM model except for selected subsysteu.
Full interface support to PM.
2 Flight Payload Modules (PM)
Consisting of I Support Module (SM) and I Experiment Module (EM)
1 Payload Module Emulator
Complete working/tested SMnodel except for selected subsystems.
Full interface, mass and thermal emulation.
1 Ground Control Experiment Module
Consisting of 1 VE and 1 non-flight PM (Ground Test Module (GTM))
Refurbishment/Spares
Concept Is to have sufficient spares to pull and replace any item
subject to test failure and/or needing replacement following
flight (e.g., heat shield). Redundant items are dual spared.
3 Flight Payload Adapters
Partial Payload Adapters
Support structure and RRV interface only. 2 for factory test, 2
for field (ETV/launch, recovery) operations, 2 for VEe.
Quality: F - flight C - Complete working and tested model
P - Partial prototype B - Brassboard E - Engineering Model
-- Not applicable
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SUBS MM DM MM DX
Prop -- 2F -- TMM
GNC 2F 2F TMM TMM
vz 2FLT P_ __ _q_Za__
M/DM SM E_ S/EM VE IM
-- IP*D ...... IP*D --
TT&C 2F 2F TMM TMM TMM IP*G 2F 2F IPeH IP*G IC
Powr 2F 2F -- TMM TMM IP*J 2F 2F TMM 1P*J IC
Rtry 2F -- IP*K ................
Ther 2F 2F IC TMM IP*M IP*N 2F -- IP*M IP*N IC
Strc 2F 2F IF IF IPOR IP,S 2F 2F IPeR IP*S IC
Amst -- 6F -- 3C ..............
ECLS 2F -- TMM -- IP*T IC 2F -- IP*T IC IC
Rcvy -- 2F -- IF ..............
Ham 2F 2F 2F IPeX IPOW ICIP*U IP*U IP*U IP*W 2F
MM DM _ OTHER
-- IF*A ....
IF IF -- IC
ZP*D
IF IF IF ZP*G
IP*G Zp*H
IF IF IF IB
1poJ
2F*L ......
IF -- IF --
IP*N IP*M
-- 3F -- iC
IF -- IF --
-- 2F*L ....
IF IF IF --
A - 0.2 partial. 0n1¥ valves and thrusters are spared.
D - 0.2 partial for data interface integrity.
G - 0.8 partial to provide full RRV data handling and commanding capability.
H - 0.3 partial to provide full PM data handling and command interface.
J - 0.9 partial of MM power system to replicate actual system performance.
K - 0.9 partial. Flight heat shield les8 ESM thermal coating.
L - New heat shield and parachute each flight; 3 flights assumed.
M - 0.8 partial to replicate PM thermal load and operation.
N - 0.8 partial to provide MM equivalent heat removal capacity.
R - SM structure with TMM8 to provide equivalent strength, mass, and balance.
S - 0.8 partial MM structure for VE8. No Amtromast and interlock elements.
T - 0.3 partial to support RRV/PM interface tests.
U - 0.2 partial active harness for power/data with full mass simulation.
W - 0.9 partial MM harnssa_ No GNC, partial power.
X - 0.4 partial SM harness to provide interface support.
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TABLE 4_ PRICE H RUN SUMNARY
Individual Subsystem D_velopment Cost
Run 5 R&D Only; All quantities set to i for initial cost per unit
_nconstraine_ $cheduiQ
PRICE H selects optimum schedule for lowest cost
Run 3 R&D Only ETV partial protos FV-I
Run 4 R&D Only ETV partial protos FV-I,R
Run 6 R&D Only ETV partial protos FV-I,R spares
Run 7 R&D Only ETV partial protos FV-I,2.3.4 spares
_6 Month Schedule Defined
PRICE H penalized cost for unnecessarily long schedule
Run $ R&D Only ETV partial protos FV-I
Run 9 R&D Only ETV partial protos FV-I,2
Run I0 R&D Only ETV partial protos FV-I,2 spares






Insufficient quantity for valid production savings
Engineering Test Vehicle for selected tests
Partial prototypes for selected testing
Number of Flight Vehicles
i First vehicle estimate
1,2 Delta provides second vehicle estimate
1,2,3,4 Quantity cost check
Spares Spares to support manufacturlng/refurbishment plan
NOTE: Runs i and 2 were pre-production test runs
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Reuasble Reentry Vehicle Main Module
MM structure including crushable nose
MM batteries and power distribution
MM harness
MM active thermal control
MM heat shield
MM data handling
MM expendables storage for RM

















Reuasble Reentry Vehicle Deployed Module
Control Subassembly structure
DM batteries, solar array and power distribution
DM harness
DM passive thermal
DM telemetry (data handling and transceiver)
DM recovery subsystem
DM deployable mast (Astromast)
DM integration and test without GNC/Propulsion subsystems
GNC subsystem without GPS
GPS components
GPS antenna
Integration and test of GNC
Propulsion Subassembly structure
Propulsion components
Integration and test of Propulsion Subassembly
DM integration and test
RRV I&T MM/DM integration and test (90% of MM/DM/adapter I&T)
RRV Tot RRV Total Cost
RM Rodent Module
EM Experiment Module (cages and service)
SM Support Module components
PV Support Module pressure Vessel
RM I&T RM integration and test
RM Tot RM Total Cost
MM/RM I&T Integration of RM into the RRV
Adapter RRV to Launch Vehicle (LV) adapter
LV I&T RRV/adapter integration and test (10% of MM/DM/Adapter I&T)
RRS Total Total cost of RRS
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TABLE 6: PRICE H QUANTITY AND COMPLEXITY
Quantity delivered by PRICE H run.
ouantltyII  oo  ex tyRuns 3/4/6 I Total Elect Dsg IMech Dsg IEng Dsg
_VMM
Struct 3.6/1.0/--- 4.6 7.682 1.200
Power 4.2/1.0/1.0 6.2 10.057 7.810 1.000
Harness 3.0/1.0/1.0 5.0 10.057 6.890 0.900
Thermal 3.6/1.0/1.0 5.6 9.800 7.200 1.000
HShield 1.9/1.0/2.0 4.9 7.682 1.000
TT&C 3.7/1.0/2.0 6.7 10.705 7.767 0.300
ECLSS 3.1/1.0/1.0 5.1 7.200 0.900
I&T 2.0/3.0/2.0 5.0 9.708 7.297 1.000
RRVDM
Struct 2.0/1.0/--- 3.0 7.682 1.200
Power 1.6/1.0/1.0 3.6 10.057 7.954 1.000
Harness 1.2/1.0/1.0 3.2 10.057 6.890 0.900
Thermal 1.1/1.0/2.0 4.1 7.200 1.000
TT&C 2.9/1.0/2.0 5.9 10.705 7.767 0.300
RcvSys 2.0/1.0/2.0 5.0 9.822 7.281 0.200
AMast 7.0/3.0/3.0 13.0 10.057 7.682 0.600
I&T(nGNC) 2.0/1.0/2.0 5.0 9.743 7.422 1.000
GNC Ctl 3.8/2.0/2.0 7.8 9.822 7.281 0.700
GPS 7.0/4.0/4.0 15.0 9.822 7.281 0.700
Ant 10.0/7.0/7.0 24.0 9.822 7.281 0.300
I&T 6.0/2.0/4.0 12.0 9.256 6.853 1.000
Prop Str 2.0/1.0/I.0 4.0 7. 682 1. 200
Prop 1.3/I. 0/I. 0 3.3 9. 669 1. 000
I&T 2.0/1.0/2.0 5.0 8.436 1.000
I&T 2.0/1.0/2.0 5.0 9.546 7.938 1.000
RRV I&T 2.0/3.0/2.0 5.0
RM
EM 3.3/1.0/1.0 5.3 10. 705 7. 767 1. 000
SM 3.3/1.0/1.0 5.3 10. 705 7. 767 1. 000
PV 3.3/I. 0/i. 0 5.3 7. 682 I. 000
RM I&T 2.0/1.0/1.0 4.3 10.071 7.363 1.000






























































































PRICE H ESTIMATED DELIVERY SCHEDULE"
and quantity delivered by PRICE H run.
Item
Months
0 1 2 3









S ................ F ..... 1P



































S ......... FIP (**)
S ........... F..1.2P
S ...... F12P
S .......... F .... 12P
S ............... F.1.2.P
S .............. F .... 12P
S ............ F ..... 12P
S .... F..2P
S ............ F ..... 12.P
S .............. F.I..2.P (**)
S ...................... F.1..2...P (**}
S .......... F .... 1.2P (**)
S .............. F..12.P
















RRV I&T S ............... F..I.2.P
RM
EM S .................... F ..... 12P
SM S ...................... F ..... 1.2P
PV S .............. F...12P
RM I&T S ............... F..I.5.7





MM/RM I&T S ............... F..12.P 2.0/1.0/2.0 5.0
Adapter S ............. F ...... 2P 5.8/1.0/1.0 7.8
INDICATORS: S=Start, F=First Unit, 1=End FVI Run, 2=FV2, P=Spare Parts
NOTE: (*) When 2 runs finish in the same month only the later indicator
is shown (e.g., no 1 and a 2 means I and 2 are within the same
month.)
(**) Run #7 data used for spares (see text for explanation).
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F_GURE _: PRICE H BASED MASTER S C_EDUL_










































S .......... F .... 12P
S ............... F.I.2.P
S .............. F .... 12P
S ............ F ..... 12P
S .... F..2P
S ............ F ..... 12.P
S .............. F.I..2.P
S ...................... F.1..2...P
S .......... F .... 1.2P
S .............. F..12.P







S .................... F ..... 12P




Adapter S ............. F ...... 2P
I 91 I 92 I 93 I 94 IJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASOND 1
INDICATORS: S=Start, F=First Unit, l-End FVI Run, 2=FV2, P=Spare Parts
NOTE: When 2 runs finish in the same month only the later indicator is shown
20






Subsy,atem Desert & Sims
Spar_ Program














Appendix A, RRV Manufacturing Plan,
Phase B Study Final Report Appendicles
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TABLE 8: PRICE H MAIN MOD_ SUMM_
Item Developmen_ Dev + 1 Flt Dev + 2 FI% Dev + 2 Eft + S



















3399 4529 3.6 4155 7478 4.6 4317 8429
1130 24 3323 25 4111
92 1540 4.2 280 5006 5.2 336 6011 6.2 392 6997
1447 16 4726 16 5675 17 6605
1221 1492 3 1428 2088 4 1480 2321 5 1521 2538
271 18 660 19 841 20 1017
4048 4362 3.6 4783 5673 4.6 4908 6004 5.6 5005 6303
314 21 891 22 1097 22 1298
7910 9273 1.9 8689 ii001 2.9
1363 21 2312 23
121 892 3.7 226 2515 5.7
772 16 2290 17
878 1171 3.1 1044 1794 4.1
293 17 749 18
17669 23259 20605 35555
5590 14951
2323 2637 2 3632 4180 3
314 36* 547 18
19992 25896 24237 39735
5904 15498
9184 12491 4.9 9789 14989
3307 25 5201
294 3612 7.7 360 4669
3318 18 4309
1088 2041 5.1 1124 2276
953 18 1153
21607 40909 22508 46201
19302 23694
2700 3466 5 2861 4042
766 20 1182
24307 44375 25369 50243
20068 24876
22





DevelopmeD_ Dev + I Flt Dev + 2 Flt per + 2 Flt+ S
Q/T $E/M $ToT Q/T $E/M $ToT Q/T $E/M $ToT Q/T $E/M $ToT
1 941 1170 2 1709 2457 3 1108 1682



















3848 6045 1.6 4156 7363 2.6 4493 9283 3.6 4728 11028
2197 23 3207 25 4790 27 6301
1383 1682 1.2 1422 1767 2.2 1553 2116 3.2 1630 2399
299 15 345 17 563 19 768
439 474 1.1 445 482 2.1 486 550
35 12 38 13 63
170 1303 2.9 281 3014 4.9 383 4659 6.9 481 6231
1132 16 2733 18 4275 19 5749
59 388 2 80 672 3 99 939 5 136 1448
330 9 592 10 840 11 1312
638 883 7 861 2143 i0 914 2673 13 960 3184
245 17 1282 18 1759 19 2224
882 2043 3.8 1246 5303 5.8 1402 7314 7.8 1542 9247
1161 21 4057 22 5911 23 7703
8360 13988 10200 23201 10438 29216 11071 35769
5629 13002 18744 24693
5928 6690 2 6928 8905 3 7237 10147 5 7347 10382
762 19 1976 21 2910 23 3035
14288 20678 17128 32106 17675 39363 18418 46151
6391 14978 21684 27728
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TABLE I0: PRICE H DEPLOYED MODULE (PROPULSION ASSEMBLY] SUMMARY
Item
Wt/Vol
Development _ Dev + I Flt Dev + 2 Flt 2
Q/T $E/M $ToT Q/T $E/M SToT Q/T $E/M $ToT
Structure i
150/38 16
1936 2539 2 1622 2370 3 2296 3804
603 18 748 21 1508
Propulsion 1
141/10 24
624 5282 1.3 696 6462 2.3 917 10169
4658 26 5766 29 9252




668 841 2 684 970 3 784 1210
172 17 287 19 427
Total DMP 3228 8662 3002 9802 3997 15183
5433 6801 11187
"-- 24

















Dev + I Flt Dev + 2 Flt Dev + 2 Flt+ S
Q/T $E/M $ToT Q/T $E/M $ToT Q/T $E/M SToT
3.3 1755 11642 4.3 1925 14304 5.3 2086 16892
28 9887 29 12379 30 14087
3.3 17934 29154 4.3 18550 32597 5.3 19048 35849
30 11220 32 14046 33 16800
3.3 3501 4589 4.3 3611 4987 5.3 3697 5338
20 1088 21 1368 22 1641
19342 27654 23190 45385 24086 51879 24831 58079
8313 22195 27793 33248
3494 4035
541
2 3863 4809 3 4066 5391 4.3 4240 6038
20 946 22 1325 24 1798
22836 31689 27053 50194 28152 57270 29071 64117
8854 23141 29118 35046
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TABLE 12: PRICE H SYSTEM SUMMARY
Item Develop_n_
Wt/Vol Q/T $E/M $ToT
Dev + I Flt
Q/T $E/M $ToT
Dev + 2 Flt Dev + 2 Flt+ $
Q/T $E/M $ToT Q/T $E/M $ToT
Total MM 19992 25896 24237 39735 24307 44375 25369 50243
5904 15498 20068 24876
Total DMC 14288 20678 17128 32106 17675 39363 18418 46151
6391 14978 21684 27728




DM I&T 1 3850 4410 2






4478 5853 5 4748 6874
1376 22 2125
41358 59646 48624 86881 50457 104774 52532 118451
18288 38258 54315 65916
3103 14444 6.8 3248 16298 7.8 3387 18125
11341 22 13050 23 14738
5401 6786 3
1385 22
5684 7626 5 6033 9033
1942 24 3000
Lnch Veh Adp i 2097 4619 5.8
1000/249 15 2522 22
Tot Sys I&T 1 4882 5673 2
82.197/4.184 17 790 20
Tot Sys (w/o PM) 48337 69938
21600
57128 108111 59389 128698 61952 145609
50984 69307 83654
Total PM 22836 31689 27053 50194 28152 57270 29071 64117
8854 23141 29118 35046
3841 4751 3 4041 5317 5 4285 6254
910 21 1276 23 1969
88018 163054 91583 191284 95308 215977
75035 99701 120669
MM/PM I&T 1 3474 3994 2
45.61/2.27 17 521 20
Total (w PM) 74644 105621
30976
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10 Inc 2 Units
Drafting 503 516 13 6
Design 1793 1875 82 41
Systems 215 218 3 2
Proj Mgmt 223 266 43 22
Data 75 82 7 3
Subt (Eng) 2809 2957 148 74
Manufacturinq
Production ....
Prototype 926 1453 527 263
Tool-Test Eq 106 159 53 27
Subt (Mfg) 1032 1612 580 290



























14 - - 14 14
8 2 0.5 7 9




Oct 91 Oct 91
Nov 92 NOV 92






TABLE 14: COST SUMMARY FOR RUM |5
All cost elements set to Quantity = i
Item JDev ISYsE JData IFab ITest IGSZ ISS ot i
Structure 2552 712 138 1012 --- 119 4529
Power 31 50 II 1245 --- 203 1540
Harness 1019 167 34 231 --- 40 1492
Thermal 3367 577 103 266 --- 48 4362
HShield 6340 1325 245 1217 --- 146 9273
TT&C 73 37 i0 713 --- 5 772
ECLSS 695 151 32 261 --- 32 1171
I&T ...... 61 --- 2530 46 2637
RRV DM
Structure 710 194 38 204 --- 26 1170
Power 3152 589 108 1893 --- 305 6045
Harness 1155 190 38 255 --- 44 1682
Thermal 349 76 14 30 --- 5 474
TT&C 101 54 15 1047 --- 86 1303
RcvSys 33 19 6 310 --- 20 388
AMast 532 83 23 216 --- 29 883
I&T(nGNC) ...... 96 ...... 74 4210
GNC Ctl 151 67 16 805 --- 105 1244
GPS 442 73 18 207 --- 28 235
Ant 11 2 1 16 --- 1 32
I&T ...... 60 --- 2387 33 2480
Prop Str 1456 402 78 535 --- 68 603
Prop 374 206 43 4084 --- 574 5282
I&T ...... 20 --- 799 21 841
I&T ...... 102 --- 4231 77 4410
RRV I&T ...... 115 --- 4893 98 5106
RRV Tot 22543 4974 1425 15547 14840 2233 62200
RM
EM 943 259 51 3186 --- 518 4957
SN 12628 2106 337 3614 --- 594 19319
2390 495 91 359 --- 42 3378
RM I&T ...... 89 --- 3869 77 4035
RM Tot 15961 2860 568 7159 3869 1231 31689
MM/RM I&T ...... 89 --- 3831 74 3994
Adapter 1686 323 88 2268 --- 354 4619
LV I&T I ---I --- I 13 I "'- J 543 I ii I 5671
RRS Total 40190 8157 2183 24974 23083 3903 103069
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6 200 85 510 2205 0
4 0 160 640 0
6 0 85 510
1/2 inch 3 i00 30 90
1/4 inch 2 0 I0 20
1/4 inch 12 0 5 60





















TABLE _6: PROPULSION COST ASSESSMENT
I Engineerlnq Assessment
NonRecur ! Recur ! Total
500 50 550
I PRICE H ! t vAR I
580 + 5
300 1905 2205(*) 4084 +85





1000 2455 3455 6121 +77
(*) The SAIC "bottom-up" cost assessment is based upon
selection and integration of existing hardware
components, The PRICE H estimate is based upon an




TABLE 17: COST SUMMARy FOR RUN #3
Partial Prototypes, and Ist Flight Vehicle
Item IDev ISY sE IData IFab I Test iGsE ITM I
_VMM
Structure 3012 962 181 3042 --- 281 7478
Power 37 204 38 4181 --- 545 5006
Harness 1179 209 40 582 --- 78 2088
Thermal 3975 689 118 785 --- 105 5673
HShield 6944 1477 267 2101 --- 210 II001
TT&C 86 115 24 2134 --- 155 2515
ECI_S 806 199 39 691 --- 58 1794
I&T ...... 83 --- 4028 69 4180
)_RV,DM
Structure 1275 365 69 676 --- 72 2457
Power 3374 663 120 2797 --- 410 7363
Harness 1186 196 39 297 --- 48 1767
Thermal 355 76 14 32 --- 5 482
TT&C 116 135 29 2546 --- 187 3014
RcvSys 37 34 9 560 --- 32 672
]&Mast 665 160 36 1169 --- 113 2143
I&T(nGNC) ...... 106 --- 4842 116 5064
GNC Ctl 297 166 34 2485 --- 258 3241
GPS 554 140 29 1086 --- 108 1917
Ant 14 9 2 112 --- 7 145
I&T ...... 75 --- 3660 106 3841
Prop Str 1208 348 66 676 --- 72 2370
Prop 389 254 52 5074 --- 692 6462
I&T ...... 20 --- 920 30 970
I&T ...... 111 --- 5010 117 5238
RRV I&T ...... 126 --- 5831 150 6107
RRV Tot 25509 6401 1727 31026 24291 4024 92988
RM
EM 1104 549 101 8650 --- 1237 11642
SM 14780 2689 465 9811 --- 1410 29154
PV 2793 602 107 1000 --- 88 4589
RM I&T ...... 97 --- 4592 120 4809
RM TOt 18677 3840 770 19461 4592 2855 50194
MM/RM !&T ...... 97 --- 4540
Adapter 2077 848 178 10374 ---
114 4751
966 14444
LV I&T ...... 14 --- 648 17 679
RRS Total 46263 11089 2786 60861 34071 7978 163056
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TABLE 18_ COST SUMMARY FOR RUN #4
ETV, Partial Prototypes, and Two Fllght Vehlcles
Item IDev ]SysE ]Data IFab ITest IGSE ]SSTot I
_VMM
Structure 3086 1039 194 3772 --- 340 8429
Power 38 252 46 5031 --- 644 6011
Harness 1215 222 42 745 --- 96 2321
Thermal 4073 713 122 971 --- 126 6004
HShield 7305 1594 285 3029 --- 277 12491
TT&C 90 171 34 3098 --- 220 3612
ECLSS 829 215 42 883 --- 70 2041
I&T ...... 70 --- 3305 91 3466
RRV DM
Structure 822 241 45 522 --- 51 1682
Power 3591 765 136 4214 --- 576 9283
Harness 1289 221 43 493 --- 70 2116
Thermal 388 84 15 56 --- 7 550
TT&C 123 217 44 3990 --- 285 4659
RcvSys 38 49 11 797 --- 43 939
AMast 684 190 41 1608 --- 151 2673
I&T(nGNC) ...... 110 --- 5318 150 5578
GNC Ctl 310 232 45 3587 --- 359 4533
GPS 573 175 35 1618 --- 157 2559
Ant 15 13 3 180 --- ii 222
I&T ...... 82 --- 4328 159 4569
Prop Str 1685 514 97 1373 --- 135 3804
Prop 420 416 81 8190 --- 1062 10169
I&T ...... 24 --- 1145 41 1210
I&T ...... 118 --- 5581 154 5853
RRV I&T ...... 133 --- 6530 200 6863
RRV Tot 26574 7323 1898 44157 26207 5475 111637
RM
EM 1135 669 121 10852 --- 1527 14304
SM 15184 2873 494 12308 --- 1738 32597
PV 2869 630 111 1260 --- 107 4978
RM I&T ...... 103 --- 5129 159 5391
RM Tot 19188 4172 829 24420 5129 3531 57270
MM/RM I&T ...... 103 --- 5063 151 5317
Adapter 2105 949 195 11946 --- 1105 16298
LV I&T ...... 15 --- 726 22 763
RRS Total 47867 12444 3040 80523 37125 10284 191285
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TABLE 19: _$T SUMMARY FOR RUN 16
ETV, Partial Prototypes, Two Flight Vehicles and Spares
Item IPev ISysE IData IFab ITest IGSE ISSTot
BRV MM
Structure 3086 1039 194 3772 --- 340 8429
Power 38 299 54 5864 --- 741 6997
Harness 1242 235 44 903 --- 114 2538
Thermal 4147 733 125 1152 --- 146 1298
HShield 7703 1773 313 4795 --- 405 14989
TT&C 92 226 43 4026 --- 283 4669
ECLSS 847 232 45 1071 --- 81 2276
I&T ...... 75 --- 3836 131 4042
_RV DM
Structure 822 241 45 522 --- 51 1682
Power 3721 855 151 5567 --- 733 11028
Harness 1346 238 45 678 --- 90 2399
Thermal 388 84 15 56 --- 7 550
TT&C 127 298 57 5370 --- 379 5749
RcvSys 40 79 17 1249 --- 63 1448
AMast 697 219 46 2035 --- 189 3184
I&T(nGNC) ...... 120 --- 6201 220 6541
GNC Ctl 317 297 56 4650 --- 457 5777
GPS 585 209 41 2133 --- 204 3173
Ant 15 18 4 245 --- 15 297
I&T .....................
Prop Str 1685 514 97 1373 --- 135 3804
Prop 420 416 81 8190 --- 1062 10169
I&T ...... 24 --- 1145 41 1210
I&T ...... 127 --- 6521 226 6874
RRV I&T ...... 146 --- 7690 294 8130
RRV Tot 27318 8005 1965 53651 25393 6407 117253
RM
EM 1157 787 141 12997 --- 1809 16892
SM 15485 3042 520 14742 --- 2056 35849
PV 2925 656 116 1515 --- 126 5338
RM I&T ...... 109 --- 5720 209 6038
RM Tot 19567 4485 886 29254 5720 4200 64117
MM/RM I&T ...... 112 --- 5920 222 6254
Adapter 2129 1048 211 13497 --- 1241 18125
LV I&T I --- I --- ] 16 I --" I 854 I 33 I 903 1
RRS Total 49014 13538 3190 96402 37887 12103 212434
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TABLE 20: OVERALL COST SUMMARY
ETV, Partial Prototypes, Two Flight Vehicles and Spares
Item Ii Unit ith_ _i IFV2 Ith_ _2 ISpares IRefurb ISSTot
KRV MM
Struct 4529 7478 951 8429 --- 8429
Power 1540 5006 1005 6011 986 6997
Harness 1492 2088 233 2321 217 2538
Thermal 4362 5673 371 6004 --- 1298
HShield 9273 11001 1490 12491 2498 14989
TT&C 772 2515 1097 3612 1057 4669
ECLSS 1171 1794 247 2041 235 2276
I&T 2637 4180 3466 --- 4042
_RV DM
Struct 1170 2457 --- 1682 --- 1682
Power 6045 7363 1920 9283 1745 11028
Harness 1682 1767 349 2116 283 2399
Thermal 474 482 68 550 --- 550
TT&C 1303 3014 1645 4659 1090 5749
RcvSys 388 672 267 939 509 1448
AMast 883 2143 530 2673 511 3184
I&T(nGNC) 4210 5064 514 5578 963 6541
GNC Ctl 1244 3241 1292 4533 1244 5777
GPS 235 1917 642 2559 614 3173
Ant 32 145 77 222 75 297
I&T 2480 3841 728 4569 ......
Prop Str 603 2370 1434 3804 --- 3804
Prop 5282 6462 3707 10169 --- 10169
I&T 841 970 240 1210 --- 1210
I&T 4410 5238 615 5853 --- 1021 6874
RRV I&T 5106 6107 756 6863 --- 1021 8130
RRV Tot 62200 92988 18649 111637 4595 1021 117253
RM
EM 4957 11642 2662 14304 2588 16892
SM 19319 29154 3443 32597 3252 35849
PV 3378 4589 209 4978 540 5338
RM I&T 4035 4809 582 5391 --- 647 6038
RM Tot
MM/RM I&T
31689 50194 7076 57270 6842 647
3994 4751 566 5317 --- 937
Adapter 4619 14444 1854 16298 1827






I 103069 I 163056 I 28229 I 191285 I 13264 I 2745 I 2124341
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TABLE 21: SOFTWARE SIZINg I COST ESTIMATE
Slze (Kwords)
RRV _M
Code Data Code Data
Command 1.0 4.0
Telemetry 1.0 2.5
Sun Sensor 0.5 0.1
Earth Sensor 1.5 0.8
Magnetometer 0.2 0.i
Kinematics 2.0 0.2
Error Determination 1.0 0.1
Magnetic Control 1.0 0.2
Thruster Control 0.6 0.4
Reaction Wheel Control 1.0 0.3
Fault Detection 4.0 X.0
Fault Correction 2.0 i0.0
Power Management 1.2 0.5






Memory Words 17.8 21.7 8.8 19.0
Code Words 17.8 5.4 8.$ 4.8
Total 23.2 13.6
KSLOC 4.65/$4760K 2.7/$2764K
Note: Cost/SLOe estimated to be in DMSP/GPS complexity range
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TABLE 22_ COST SUMMARY BY VEHICLE FUNCTION
Pounds %_S _ _ %RRVS
Structure 509 18.0 23.3 12305 7.9 12.8
Astromast 150 5.3 6.9 2143 1.3 2.2
Power 310 11.0 14.2 12369 8.0 12.9
Propulsion 141 5.0 6.5 6462 4.2 6.7
Thermal 55 1.9 2.5 6155 3.9 6.4
Recovery 150 5.3 6.9 672 0.4 0.7
Heat Shield 421 15.0 19.3 11001 7.1 11.5
TT&C 118 4.2 5.4 5529 3.6 5.8
GNC 243 8.6 11.1 5303 3.4 5.5
Harness 85 3.0 3.9 3855 2.5 4.0
Software ........... 4760 3.1 5.0


































TABLE 23: COST SUMMARy BY PROGRAM FUNCTIO_
First Vehicle
Development






ERY RM _ Total
25509 18677 2077 46263
6401 3840 848 11089
1727 867 192 2786
31026 19461 10374 60861
24291 9560 648 34071
4024 2969 983
4760 2764 --- 7524
Total 95954 59503 15123 170580




























TABLE 24: RRS OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT COST ESTINATR
_(RATII_ t SUPPOITll_ li_lD_ ST_Tt_E
t.i RRSOrS tRICE ill/ i41 FEELESS(1.V)
t.ll Ills OlS COST
I. t ARtOiS IIEPLAC£/IIIi_UttlISHI_IIf
1.1.1 lAIN _! STllLA:TIJIIE
I.l.Z |II(RIOR SHELL
1,1.3 AtTROIIASIS
t, t, 4 _l.L_f






1.1.14 I[IIlIAL tElllll SISIBI
1.1.11 IlK
I.l.ll tic





I.l.l.l I:tritS, Lilt. SIR
1.1.I.I SIT I00ULI ILli. VlLiiSo tiSSi'L, lilt
I.l.l.l tl t0POL! Illllll Slfllll
I.l.l.3 Ill I00ULI _C01toUilli
I.l.3 II llllilAll01 I ISSll
1.1.4 II IlSl
l.l US 0iS PIdtSONN[L/IIISSIOII
1.3.1 I_ 0t_ lilS01elil/nlSSll




1.4.1 ELi t llllll6 I1 Itl Ill001
l.l.l.l S'll il.V IOl...I
I.i.l.l KLII till ELi
1.4.1 lllllS011 SiP t|tlDI
i. 4.3 CIIK!
1.4.1 PAl I/f
1.4.$ 10iil I itllt C_lll6
I.$ 115 IlSSlOI I liC0till IOUII/fIClL
!.$. 1 ltlSl IlACK t Illl ITlim 0PI
i.5. l IIS Ill ¢011t0L llSIO!
1.5.3 Ill IIC0Vlll lmlll 6 FilL/IllS1011
I.I SISTERtlViL 01SC0516
I.I.I ltli I/ll
l.l.l Ill illltlflOI t lSlI¥








































0llllll01 I SLfI01tTC05I lSlltll ifvltlJii
LAUmOIiS lll#(_ll ICI_ONNIL 10l C05I %OF
I-II ILTI t LIAS_ I12t OPT 10lk.
I$1 141! lil.l 44.4 I_ll.l 111.II
















































I.l I.l i. ll
5.6 "5.1 I.$l
i.7 t.7 i.t%
1.7 I.l i. ll
3.3 3.; t.2l
::.$ 16.i 12.i ",?_.
1.6 4.t 31.t I.II
1.5 1.6 ILl 4. I:
l._ l.i ILl t.'l
4.5 2.t l.l 1.54
TABLE 25_ SYSTEM COST SUMMAR X
o PROVEN BOOSTERS (DELTA/ATLAS) PROVIDE COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENT VALUE
- Small booster cost more per unit experiment
- Larger vehicle higher value per launch






4 Vehicle Ave 34 (GPS IIR Ave is $50 M)
TOTAL FOR 2 FLIGHT VEHICLES WITH 50% SPARES
LCC ESTIMATE FOR 30 DELTA FLIGHTS, 10 YEARS
Includes SAIC O&S estimate of $1682 M
2 Flight Vehicles, 50% Spares











PRICE H DATA BASE
Runs 3 through 11
40
Enter select




1 Specify Custom Global Data File
o Specify Custom Escalation Rate File
•5 Generate Output File
4 Generate Lifecycle Data File
5 Generate Postprocessor File
6 Turn On COMMAND Prompts
7 Display Schedule Penalty Report






Enter _ Data and Begin Processin9
Enter selection : R
Enter Input Data Filename: TOTAL
Enter Input Data Filename:

































































































MAR 93* ( 6) SEP 93* (24)













4. -.'0.) UNI!- VOL.UME
1On. 00 MODE
i I=' o• _,(._ QUNN T I T r ,."NHA














MANUF AC rL!R ]: NG











-.._2 E NS I lY
MFG. COMF'I_EXITY
NEW C,E::.._IGN
LE_.. I GN REF'EAT
HW/!iSUJ II'JIEH. LEVEL u.gO('
I N I EGRAI" I [iN LEVEL O. 097
ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
32. 000* 68. 000
49. 000 45. :!:,3--':*
10. 057 7.810
,_. 050 n. 050






























































































5. 000* 3c). 000
49. 000 15. 000*
10. _'_57 6. 890
0. 500 c'_. 800
¢].500 c').2c'_')
0. 097 0. 070
SCHEDULE START



















































ESC_L.A T ION F ILENAME:
UNIT WEI(3HT
":_',.6C!0 UN I. T V(LLUME
45.00 MODE









MAIII41JFAC TUR I NG














TOTAL COST _" -'_.... J_ 7 :..
DESIGH FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
NE I GH T 6. ,:'20O* L.',Q. 000
DENS I TY 44.0£20 2_. 00(:*
MFG. COMF'LE::_ITY Q.800 7. 200
NEW DES IGM O. '::/50 0. '_50
OE._ I GN F.EF EAr 0. ,::)(:2(:) 0. 300
HW/SW INTEG. L.EVEL 0.000
I N FEGRAr I ON LEVEL O, (]97 O. (:)97
"-;q H E D t.j I._E S T A R T





































1 :!",-: 9 U 7 *
( 21 ::,
I-OOLING &: F'ROCESS FACTORS



















































































































D E S IG N





































O. 097 O. (:)97
SCHEDULE START








































TOOLING & F'ROCESS FACTORS































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING i.©0-
T _IJT F ILENAME: TOTAL














































6. ()34- 41. 264*
35. ([:,0([)* 15. 000-
9. 708 7. 297
('). 500 0. 500
0. OOr) 0.0(')(')
0. _-)(:)(:)
0. 350 ('). 35(:)
_bHEDULE START












































•,, ..s ' : -l.( 36) ..,"
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































44. 000 5. 571"
10. 705 7. 767
0. 400 0. 750
0. 900 0. 900
0.000
0. 097 O. 120
SCHEDULE START












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS






(19(')1._'/_) GLOBAL FILENAME:ESCALATION FILENAME:







































54. 000* 214. O('x)





0. 097 0. 120
SCHEDULE START







































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1. 0(;)*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL




























































































JAN 93* ( 4) MAY 93* (2(,I)
















UNIT F'RODCOST 292.89 MONTHLYPRODRATE 1.00
PROGRAMCOST($ 1000) DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGINEERING
DRAFTING 721. 168. 889.
DESIGN 2490. 659. 3149.
SYSTEMS 305. - 305.
PROJECT MGMT 250. 172. 422.
DATA 97. 86. 183.
SUBTOTAL<ENG) 3863. 1084. 4948.
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION - 586. 586.
PROTOTYPE 826. - 826.
TOOL-TEST EQ 120. 35(}. 469.
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 946. 935. 1881.






















































FEB 93* ( 3) MAY 93*






















































1 i. 574* 34. 033*
•.:,'5.000* 15 .000*
9. 929 7. 395
0. 500 c).500
0. 000 0. 000
0. c)O0
1. 000 1. 000
SCHEDULE START





























































































































































































40. 000- 170. 000
49. 000 56. 667*
I0. 057 7. 954
0. 500 O. 200
0. 500 0.80c)
0. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START
























































































5. C)()(')* 45. 000
49. 000 11.25(}*
10. (])57 6.89(.')
O. 500 0. 800
0. 500 (]).2(])0
0.0c)0
O. 097 O. 070
SCHEDULE START










































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS































































































8 08 0 0-
(12)








(190172) GLOBAL FILENAME:ESCALATION FILENAME:
UNIT WEIGHT


































22. 000- 17. 000


















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































5. 000- 145. C_O0
42. 000 24. 167-
9. 822 7.281
0. 050 0. 200
0. 000 0. 800
(3.000

















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS



















































2. r)00* 48. 000
49.00(') 16. c)00-
10. 057 7. 682
0. 800 0. 200
0. 200 0. 800
0. 000
O. ()97 O. 151
SCHEDULE START













































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1. c)O*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL













































14. 221- 37. 716-
35. 000* 15. 000*


















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS






























































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS






























































































DEC 92* ( 2) FEB 93* ( 17)

















































30. 000- 68. 000
44. 000 13. 600*
9. 822 7.281

















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. c)O*























































0.097 ("). C)7 <')
SCHEDULE START






























































































40. 000 10. 000-
9. 822 7.281
(')..3 0 0 (.,. 3 0 (")
('). 7(])(]) 0.7(:)(:)
O. 0()(_















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































i I. 194- 5. 553*
35. 000- 15. 000*




0. 350 0. 350
SCHEDULE START































































































16. 283* 30. 775*
35. 000* 15. 000*
9. 546 7.941














































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

































































42. c_00 3. 996*
10. 057 7. 682
0. 950 0.2(}(}
0. 000 0. 800
0. 000



















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 15)
FIRST ITEM FINISH










































MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.659*
NEWPLANS LEVEL 0.500 0.500
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.000 0.000
SCHEDULE START

























































TOTAL COST, WITH INTEGRATION COST
PROGRAMCOST($ 1000) DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGINEERING
DRAFTING 15767. 168. 15935.
DESIGN 54166. 659. 54825.
SYSTEMS 6774. - 6774.
PROJ MGMT 8524. 172. 8696.
DATA 2787. 86. 2873.












TOTAL COST 163054. 2020. I65073.
Restart the F'Poqram (Y/N)?
Hardware System Acquisition
Hardware Acquisition File Management
1 Enter- PRICE H Menu
2 Create/Modify Input File
3 Create Custom Global File
4 Create Custom Escalation File
5 Run STACK
6 Enter Parameter Generation Menu
7 Enter LABOR Subsystem Menu









Q Return to Main Menu
Enter selection : TOTAL
E_r Input Data Filename: TOTAL
Enter Input Data Filename:
Enter System Integration Filename: If you _ish to create a System Integration fil_
PRICE HARDWARE MODEL




PROGRAM COST($ 1000) DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
STRCU MM
TOTAL COST 7478. - 7478.
POWER MM
TOTAL COST 50c)6. - 5006.
HARNESS MM
TOTAL COST 2088. - 2088.
THERMAL MM
TOTAL COST 5673. - 5673.
HS MM
TOTAL COST 11001. - 110c)1.
TTC MM
TOTAL COST 2515. - 2515.
ECLSS MM
TOTAL COST 1794. - 1794.
MM LESS PM I&T
TOTAL COST 4180. - 4180.
PM EXP MOD MM
TOTAL COST 11642. - 11642.
SPT MOD MM
TOTAL COST 29154. - 29154.
PM SF'T MOD PRES VESSEL MM
TOTAL COST 4589. - 4589.
PM I&T
TOTAL COST 4809. 2020. 6829.
MM I&T W/PM
TOTAL COST 4751. - 4751.
STRUCTURE DM
TOTAL COST 2457. - 2457.
POWER DM
TOTAL COST 7363. - 7363.
HARNESS DM
TOTAL COST 1767. - 1767.
THERMAL DM
TOTAL COST 482. - 482.
TTC DM
TOTAL COST 3014. - 3014.
R SYS DM
TOTAL COST b72. - b72.
AM
TOTAL COST 2143. - 2143.
DM LESS GNC I&T
TOTAL COST 5064. - 5064.
STRUCTURE, PROPULSION SUBMOD.
TOTAL COST 2370. - 2370.
PROPULSION DM
TOTAL COST 6462. - 6462.
PROPULSION SUBMOD. I&T
TOTAL COST 970. - 970.
GNC CONTROL DM
TOTAL COST 3241. - 3241.
GNC GPS DM
TOTAL COST 1917. - 1917.
GNC ANTENNA DM
TOTAL COST 145. - 145.
GNC I&T
TOTAL COST 3841. - 3841.
DM I&T
TOTAL COST 5238. - 5238.
PAYLOAD ADAPTER
TOTAL COST 14444. - 14444.
TOTAL SYSTEM I&T
TOTAL COST 6786. - 6786.







TOTAL COST, WITH INTEGRATION COST


























TOTAL COST 163054. 2020. 165073.
PRICE HARDWARE MODEL



















MM LESS PM I&T
TOTAL COST 4180.





















































































TOTAL COST, WITH INTEGRATION COST








































Restart the Program (Y/N) ?
Hardware System Acquisition
OT_P#4

































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

















































49. 000 45. 333*
10. 057 7. 810
0. 050 0. 050
O. 950 O. 950
O. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START
















































































•'EI GHT 5. 000* 30.00()
ZNSI TY 49. 000 15. 000-
V
MFG. COMF'LEXITY 10.057 6.890
NEW DESIGN O. 500 0. 800
DES IGN REF'EAT O. 500 O. 211_0
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL ('_.00('I
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0. 097 0. 070
SCHEDULE START








































DEC 92* ( 4) APR 93* ( 19)

















































6. 000* 39. 000
44. 000 26. 000*
9. 800 7. 200
0. 950 0. 950
















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS































































































MAR 93* _ 5_ AUG 93* (23)























































(]. 097 t). 097
SCHEDULE START










































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS






























































































OCT 92* ( 5) MAR 93* (18)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL4















































6. (')34* 41. 264-
35. (')0()* 15. 000*
9.7C)8 7. 297
0. 500 0. 500













































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































54. 000* 78. (')00
44.00C) 5. 571-
1 ('). 7(:)5 7. 767
('). 4(:)(:) 0. 75(:)
0. 900 ('). 90()
('). c)(')(')
0. 097 0. 120
SCHEDULE START









































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































54. 000* -_14. 000
44. 000 17. 398*
I0. 705 7. 767
0. 600 0. 900














































._'. _ ), "_
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. 00*
NPUT FILENAME: TOTAL4




























































































JAN 93* ( 5) JUN 93* ( 21)

















































11. 620* 22. 951-
35. nO0* 15. 000*
10. 071 7. 363
0. 500 0. 500
O. 000 0. 000
O. 000
0. 350 0. 350
SCHEDULE START
















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

































































11. 574* 34. (])33*
35. 000* 15. 000*
9. 929 7. 395
0. 500 0.5C_0
0. C_00 0. 000
0. 000



















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 17)
FIRST ITEM FINISH








































































































DEC 92* ( 3) MAR 93* ( 18)



















































40. C)C_O* 170. c)O0
49. OC)O 56. 667*
10. 057 7. 954
0.50c) O. 200
0. 500 O. 800
0. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START










































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS













































5. C)O0* 45. 000
49. 000 11. 250*
10. (}57 6. 890
O. 5c)0 O. 80()
O. 500 0. 200
0. 000
0. 097 0. (:)7¢:)
SCHEDULE START








































DEC 92* ( 2) FEB 93* ( 17>


























































































































































IC). 705 7. 767
0.20C) 0. 200
0.80 0 0.8 0 C)
0. 000
0. (:)97 0. 097
SCHEDULE START











































OCT 92* ( 5) MAR 93* ( 18)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL4





































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
-IGHT 5. 000* 145. 000
_SITY 42. 000 24. 167-
,,FG. COMPLEXITY 9.822 7.281
NEW DES IGN (:_.(I)50 0.20C)
DESIGN REPEAT 0. 000 0.8(]0
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.0(')0

























































































G. COMPLEXITY I0.057 7.682
NEWDESIGN 0.800 0.200
DESIGN REPEAT 0.200 0.800
HW/SWINTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.097 (}.151
SCHEDULE START










































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL4























































14. - I* 34. 208*
35. c)O0* 15. 000*
9. 743 7.42 _.__
0.5(')0 0. 500





















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 17)
FIRST ITEM FINISH






































































































































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. 00-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL4
































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































30. 000- 68. 000
44. ()00 13. bOO*
9. 822 7.281
O.200 c). 150
0. 800 0. 850
O. 000
O. 120 O. 097
SCHEDULE START




















































(190172) GLOBAL FILENAME:ESCALATION FILENAME:
UNIT WEIGHT









































































DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 14)
FIRST ITEM FINISH








TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS




















































































































































































































































lb. 283* 30. 791-
35. ('W)(')* 15. (')(')(')*
9. 546 7. 938
0. 500 0. 500
0. 000 (').('_00
0. 000
1. 000 1. 000
SCHEDULE START


























































































5. 000* 995. 000
42. 000 3. 996*
i 0. 057 7. 682
O.950 0. 200
O. 000 O. 800
0. 000
O. 134 0. 263
SCHEDULE START










































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS





























PRODUCTION - - -
PROTOTYPE 1720. - 1720.
TOOL-TEST EQ 222. - 222.
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 1942. - 1942.
TOTAL COST 7626. - 7626.
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 19.430- 62.767*
DENSITY 35.000- 15.000-
CG. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.658*




















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 17)
FIRST ITEM FINISH
































































































F'RODUCTION - - -
PROTOTYPE 1012. - 1C)12.
TOOL-TEST EQ 119. - 119.






























































































32. 000- 68. 000
49. 000 45. 333*
10. 057 7.81(}
0. (}50 0. 050
0. 950 0. 950
0. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START






























































































5. 000- 30. 000
49. c'_c) 15.0 c)O*
i0. 057 6. 890
0.50c) 0.80c)












































DEC 92* ( O) DEC 92* ( 15)

















































6. 000- 39. OO0
44. O00 26. 000*
9. 800 7. 200
O.950 O.950
O. 000 0. 300
0. OO0
O. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS



































































































MAR 93* ( O) MAR 93* ( 18)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-

















































45. c)(')(') I. 333*
I0.705 7.767
0. 200 0. 200
0. 800 0. 800
0. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS























































































































































9. 708 7. 297
O. 500 0. 500
0. 000 0.00C_
0.00c-_
0. 350 0. 350
SCHEDULE START




























































































54. 000* 78. 000
44. 000 5. 571-
i0. 705 7. 767
O. 400 O. 750
O. 900 O. 900
0. 000
O. 097 0. 120
SCHEDULE START





























































































54. 000- 214. I}00
44.00c_ 17. 398*
















































SEP 93* ( O) SEP 93* (24)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL5


























































































JAN 93* ( O) JAN 93* ( 16)
















































11. _20- 22. 951-
35. 000* 15. 000*
10. 071 7. 363














































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

















































1 I. 574* 34. 033*
35. ('_00- 15. 000*
9. 929 7. 395
0. 500 0. 500
0. 000 0. 000
0.000
1. 000 1. 000
SCHEDULE START








































































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. 0c)*


















































4(). 0L_0- 170. 000
49. 000 56. 667*
10. 057 7. 954
0.50() ().200
0. 500 0. 800
0. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START










































( "5 -_..( ))































































49. 000 11. 250*
10. 057 6. 890
0. 500 0. 800
0.500 c'_. 200
0.0()0



















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 15)
FIRST ITEM FINISH











































































































































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































5. 000* 145. 000
42. 000 24. 167-
9. 822 7.281
0. 050 0. 200
('i. 000 c'). 800
(].(]00































































































2. 000- 48. 000
49.00('_ 16. 000*
I0. (]57 7. 682
0. 800 0. 200
O. 200 0. 800
0. 000
0. 097 O. 151
SCHEDULE START








































SEP 92* < O) SEP 92* ( 12)
























































c'_. 350 (_. 35(_
SCHEDULE START










































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
































































3c). 000* 68. 000
44. 000 13. 600*
9. 822 7.281
0. 200 0. 150
0. 800 c').850
0. 000



















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 16)
FIRST ITEM FINISH








TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS


















































8. ('50(')* _.° OC)O
4('). (:5(:)(.') 4. C)()O*
9. 822 7.281
0. 400 0. 950
O. 600 0. 000
0. 000
C). (:)97 0. (')70
SCHEDULE START


























































































0. 500* O. 500
40. 000 10. 000-
9. 822 7.281
O. 3c)0 O. 300
O. 700 O. 700
0. (x)()















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS




































































































JAN 93* ( O) JAN 93* ( 16)





























































































SEP 93* ( O) SEP 93* (24)

































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































16. 283* 3(3.791 *
35. OttO* 15. 000*
9. 546 7. 938
0.5G0 0.50G
0. GGG 0. GOO
0. 000
1. GGO i. DOG
SCHEDULE START










































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

















































5. 000* 995. _z,r)c)
42. 000 3. 996*
10. 057 7. 682
0. 950 0. 200




















































































_FG. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.658*
NEWPLANS LEVEL c).500 c).500
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.00c) 0.000
SCHEDULE START



















































INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL5 22-AUG-90 22:09(19O172) GLOBAL FILENAME:ESCALATION FILENAME:


































TOTAL COST 105621. lc)5621.
Restar-t the Program (Y/N)? R
E_-_e_- Input Data Filename: TOTAL6






























































































MAR 93* ( 7) OCT 93* (25)





























































































































































































































































6. C)C)C)* 39. C)O0
44. 000 26. 000*
9.8C)C) 7.20C)
0. 950 0. 950
C). C_O0 0. 300
0. 000



















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 16)
FIRST ITEM FINISH








TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS































































































MAR 93* ( 7) OCT 93* (25)







































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I •00*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL6

































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00*
_PUTFILENAME: TOTAL6















































54. 000* 78. C)00
44. 000 5. 571-
10.7C95 7. 767
O. 4£)(.-) 0. 750
0. 900 O. 900
0. 000
0. (.')97 0. 120
SCHEDULE START


















































































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL6






























































































JAN 93* ( 6) JUL 93* (22)



























































11. 620* 22. 951-
35. 000* 15. 000*
lc). 071 7. 363
0.5(}0 0. 500





















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 17)
FIRST ITEM FINISH

































































































































































































































































40. 000" 170. DO0
49. 000 56. 667-
10. (}57 7. 954
O. 500 O. 200
O. 500 0. 800
O. DO0
0. 097 O. 097
SCHEDULE START








































MAY 93* ( 7) DEC 93* (27)

















































5. ('_00- 45. 000
49. 000 11. 250*
10. (}57 6. 890



















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS


































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS


















































22. 000- 17. 000
45. 000 8. 500*
I0. 705 7. 767
0. 200 0. 200
0. 800 0. 800
0. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START







































OCT 92* ( 6) APR 93* ( 19)

















































42. 000 24. 167-
9. 822 7. 281







































































































10. n57 7. 682
0.8()0 0. 200













































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
.NF'UT FILENAME: TOTAL6













































14. 221- 34. 208*
35. 000* 15. 000*

























































































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WE I GHT 3(}. ('_00- 68. 000
ENSITY 44. 000 13. 600*
G. COMPLEXITY 9.822 7.281
_J DESIGN 0.2<_0 0. 150
DESIGN REPEAT O. 800 0.85(:)
HWISW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0. 12(} 0.(:)97
SCHEDULE START






































JAN 93* ( 7) AUG 93* ( _



















































40. (')00 4. C)00-
9. 822 7.281
O. 4(')0 O. 95(;)
0.6(;)(]) 0. (')00
0. 000('). (;)97 0. 070
SCHEDULE START












































NOV 92* ( 8) JUL 93* (22)

















































0. 500* 0. 500























































TOOLING _ PROCESS FACTORS


























































9. 256 6. 853
0. 500 0.5(')0





















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 14)
FIRST ITEM FINISH
















































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

































































































































































































DEC 92* ( 4) APR 93* ( 19)
















































16. 283* 30. 791-
35.00c)* 15. c_c)O.
9. 546 7. 938
0. 500 0. 500
0. 000 0. 000
0. 000
1. 000 I. 000
SCHEDULE START






























































































5. 000* 995. 000
42. c')O0 3. 996*
10. 057 7. 682
0. 950 0. 200
0.000 0.800
0. 000
0. 134 0. 263
SCHEDULE START












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
































_,:G. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.658*
NEWPLANS LEVEL 0.5c)0 0.500
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.000 0.000
SCHEDULE START




















































































TOTAL COST 215977. 215977.
R_tart the Prosram (YIN)9 N Y
PRICE H Model
(190172)
1 Specify Custom Global Data File
2 Specify Custom Escalation Rate File
3 Generate Output File
4 Generate Lifecycle Data File
5 Generate Postprocessor File
6 Turn On COMMAND F'rompts
7 _ Display Schedule Penalty Report






Enter Data and Begin Processin 9
Enter selection : R
L_-_er Input Data Filename: TOTAL7


































































































MAR 93* ( 8) NOV 93* (26)





































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
























































5. 000- 30. 000
49. 000 15. 000-























DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 15)
FIRST ITEM FINISH

























































6. (')00* 39. ()([)C)
44. (')(:)0 26. C)OC)*
9.8(30 7. 200
0. 950 0. 950
0. C)00 O. 300
0. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START









































































































































MAR 93* ( 9) DEC 93* (27)


































































































SEP 92* ( 7) APR 93* ( 19)








































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1. c)0-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL7




































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 6.034* 41.264-
=NSITY 35.000* 15.000"
G. COMPLEXITY 9.708 7.297
NEW DESIGN 0.500 0.500
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.350 0.350
SCHEDULE START






























































































54. 000* 78. 000
44. 000 5. 571-
10. 705 7. 767
0. 400 0. 750
0. 900 0. 900
0. C)00
0. 097 0. 12C)
SCHEDULE START




























































































54. 000* 214. (:3(:)(:)
44. 000 17. 398*




O. 097 0. 12(3
SCHEDULE START











































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. OO*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL7































































































JAN 93* ( 7) AUG 93* (23)
















































11. 620* 22. 951-
35. 000- 15. ()()0.




O. 350 O. 350
SCHEDULE START










































FEB 93* ( 8) OCT 93* (_5)
















































11. 574* 34. 033*
35. 000- 15. 000-
9. 929 7. 395
0. 500 0. 500
0. 000 O. 000
0. 000
1. 000 1. 000
SCHEDULE START








































FEB 93* ( 8) OCT 93* ( 25)


































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS


















































49. 000 56. b67-
10. 057 7. 954
O. 500 O. 200
0. 500 0. 800
0. 000
O. 097 O. 097
SCHEDULE START








































MAY 93* ( 9) FEB 94* (29)


















































49. 000 11. 250*
10. (.)57 6. 890
0.5(.')0 ('_.8(')('_

















































































































































AUG 92* ( 4) DEC 92* ( 15)




















































10. 705 7. 767
c]).200 0. 200
O. 8()0 0. 800
(_. 000
('). (")97 0. c')97
SCHEDULE START





































































































5. 000- 145. 000
42. 000 _4. 167-
9. 822 7.281
0. 050 0. 200























OCT 91 ( 8)
FIRST ITEM FINISH

























































2. 000* 48. 000
49. c)00 16. 000*
i0. (}57 7. 682
O. 800 O. 200














































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL7














































14. 221- 34. 208*
35. 000* 15.0c)0-
9. 743 7. 422
0.5(:)(} 0. 500
O. 0c)0 O. 000
0. 000
0. 350 0. 350
SCHEDULE START































































































30. 000* 68. 000
44. 000 13.6C)0-
9. 822 7.281
0. 200 0. 150
0. 800 0. 850
0. 000
0. 120 0. 097
SCHEDULE START




























































































8. 000- 2. 000
40.00(3 4. 000*
9. 822 7.281
0. 400 0. 950



























































































O. 500* 0. 500
40. 000 10. 000*
9. 822 7.281

















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

































































































NOV 92* ( 7) JUN 93* (21)














































































































































































































































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































16. 283* 30. 791-
35. 000* 15. 000*
9. 546 7. 938
0.50_) 0.50()
0. 000 0. 000
O. 000
1. ('x')O i. ('x')(')
SCHEDULE START










































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS















































5. Ex)O* 995. (_00
42. OC)O 3. 996*
i0. 057 7. 682
0. 950 0. 200
O. 000 c).800
¢'_,.000
0. 134 0. 263
SCHEDULE START












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS





























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 19.430- 62.767*
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.658*
_W PLANS LEVEL 0.500 0.500
(TEGRATION LEVEL 0.000 0.000
SCHEDULE START
























































TOTAL COST_ WITH INTEGRATION COST

































TOTAL COST 267027. 267027.
Restart the Program (Y/N)? Y
PRICE H Model
(190172)
1 Specify Custom Global Data File
2 Specify Custom Escalation Rate File
Restart the Program <Y/N)?














PROGRAM COST($ 1000) DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGINEERING
DRAFTING 770. - 770.
DESIGN 2934. - 2934.
SYSTEMS 45b. - 456.
PROJECT MGMT 727. - 727.
DATA _"U6. - _06.
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 5093. - 5093.
"-MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION - - -
PROTOTYPE 3042. - 3042.
TOOL-TEST EQ 281. - 281.
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 3323. - 3323.




























































































49. 000 45. 333*
10. 057 7. 810
0. 050 0. 050
0. 950 0. 950
0. 000
O. 097 O. 097
SCHEDULE START









































































































49. 000 15. 000*























DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 15)
FIRST ITEM FINISH


























































6. (3(3(3* 39. 000
44. 000 26. 000*
9.8(30 7.2(3(3
0. 950 0. 950















































JAN 93* (20) SEP 94 (36)





























































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS





























































16. 000- 4. 000
45. 000 1. 333*
10. 705 7. 767
0.2c)c) 0.20c')





















DEVELOF'MENT OCT 91 ( 12)
FIRST ITEM FINISH








TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS




















































































































































6. (}34* 41. 264*
35. 000- 15. (}0(')*
9. 708 7. 297
0. 500 0. 500
0.00() 0. ,c")(')("_
0. c'_O0
C). 35(} 0. 350
SCHEDULE START












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS














































54. 000* 78. 000
44. 000 5. 571-
10. 705 7. 767
O.400 0.75(:)
0. 900 0. 900
0. 000
0. 097 0. 120
SCHEDULE START





























































































54. 000* 214. 000
44. 000 17. 398*
10. 705 7. 767
c).60c) 0. 900












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL8




































































































JAN 93* ( 20) SEP 94 ( 36)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. 00*
.......................... , ............... o ....
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL8































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































35. 000* 15. 000*
10. 071 7. 363
0.5O0 O. 5C)0















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS






































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00*




























































































DEC 92* (21) SEP 94 (36)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

















































49. 000 56. 667*









































































































('). 097 0. 070
SCHEDULE START









































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS












































































































































































































OCT 92* (23) SEP 94 (36)



























































5. 000* 145. 000
42. 000 24. 167-
9. 822 7.281
0. 050 O. 200
0. 000 0. 800
0. 000





















OCT 91 ( 8)
FIRST ITEM FINISH


























































2. 000* 48. 000
49. 000 16. 000*
i0. 057 7. 682
0. 800 0. 200














































SEP 92* (24) SEP 94 (3b)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL8













































14. 221- 34. 208*
35. 000* 15. 000-
9. 743 7. 422
0. 500 0. 500
0. (-_00 c'_.000
0. 000
0. 350 O. 350
SCHEDULE START






















































































30. 000- 68. 000
44. 000 13. 600*
9. 822 7. 281
O.200 0. 150












































JAN 93* ( 20> SEP 94 (36)
















































8. 000* 2. 000
40. 000 4. C}00-
9. 822 7.281
0. 400 0. 950
0. 600 0. 000
0. 000
0. (i)97 0. 070
SCHEDULE START














































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. 00*
,,p
NPUT FILENAME: TOTALS















































O. 500* O. 500
40. 000 10. C)O0*
9. 822 7.281
0. 300 0. 300
0. 700 O. 700
0. C)O0































































































11. 194* 5. 553*
35. 000* 15. 000*
9. 256 6. 853
0. 500 0. 500
O.000 0. 000
0. 000
0. 350 0. 350
SCHEDULE START








































NOV 92* (22) SEP 94 (3b)







































































































































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
























































































































































































































































5. 000- 995. 000
42. 000 3. 996*
Ic).057 7. 682
0. 950 0. 200
0. OC)c) 0.8c)0
0. 000
0. 134 0. 263
SCHEDULE START












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS





























PRODUCTION - - -
PROTOTYPE 1217. - 1217.
TOOL-TEST EQ 167. - 167.
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 1385. - 1385.
TOTAL COST 8557. - 8557.
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 19.430- 62.767*
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000-
G. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.658*
---_W PLANS LEVEL 0.500 0.500
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.000 0.000
SCHEDULE START




AMORTIZED UNIT COST 0.00-
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.00-












































































Enter selection : Y
PRICE H Model
(190172)
I Specify Custom Global Data File
2 Specify Custom Escalation Rate File
3 Generate Output File
4 Generate Lifecycle Data File
5 Generate Postprocessor File
6 Turn On COMMAND Prompts
7 Display Schedule Penalty Report






Enter Data and Begin Processin9
Enter selection : R
er Input Data Filename: TOTAL9



































































































MAR 93 ( 22) JAN 95 ( 40)
















































32. 000* 68. 000
49. 000 45. 333*
10. 057 7. 810
O. 050 0. 050
O. 95(5 0. 950
0. 000
0. (:)97 0. C)97
SCHEDULE START













































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS














































5. 000* 30. 000
49. 000 15. 000*
I0. (])57 6.89(:)
0. 500 0. 800
0. 500 0. 200
0. 000
0. 097 0. 070
SCHEDULE START










































DEC 92 (25) JAN 95 (4(})




















































0. 097 O• 097
SCHEDULE START








































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS



































































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS














































16. 000* 4. 000
45.0()0 1. 333*
10. 705 7. 767
('). 200 0. 200













































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS




































































































OCT 92 (27) JAN 95 (4c))
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL9













































6. 034* 41. 264*
35. 000* 15. 000*
9. 708 7. 297
0. 500 0. 500
0. 000 0. 000
0. 000
0. 350 0. 350
SCHEDULE START






















































































54. 000* 78. 000
44. 000 5. 571-
10. 705 7. 767
O. 400 0. 750
c).900 0. 900
0. 000
0. 097 O. 120
SCHEDULE START









































JUL 93 (18) JAN 95 (40)
















































54. 000* 214. 000
44. 000 17. 398*
10. 705 7. 767
0. 600 ().900
O. 200 0. 200
_').000
0. 097 0. 120
SCHEDULE START











































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00*
INF'UT FILENAME: TOTAL9


















































































































































11. 62(.)* _._..n°951 *
35. 000* 15. 000*
I0. 071 7. 363













































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING i. (')(')*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL9













































1 i. 574* 34. 033*
35. 000* 15. 000*
9. 929 7. 395
0.5()0 0.5()0
0. 000 0. 000
0.0 0 0
1.0 0 0 1. ()0 0
SCHEDULE START









































FEB 93 (23) JAN 95 (40)





























































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

















































40. 000* 170. 000
49. c)00 56. 667*
10. 057 7. 954


















































































































































DEC 92 ( 25) JAN 95 ( 40)























































































































































O. 20(} 0. 200


































































































5. 000* 145. 000
42. 000 24. 167-
9. 822 7.281
0. 050 0.2<_0





































































































2. 000* 48. 000
49. 000 16. 000-
i0. 057 7. 682
0. 800 O. 200
0. 200 0. 800
O. 000
O. 097 O. 151
SCHEDULE START





































SEP 92 (28) JAN 95 (40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
INPUT FILENAME: TOTAL9

























































14. 221- 34. 208*
35. 000* 15. 000*
9. 743 7. 422
0. 500 0. 500





















DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 17)
FIRST ITEM FINISH








TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS


















































30. 000- 68. 000
44. 000 13. 600-
9. 822 7.281
O. 200 O. 150
0.8(}(} 0.85(:I
0. 000
0. 12(} 0. (:197
SCHEDULE START












































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS




















































40. 000 4. 000*
9. 822 7.281
0. 400 0. 950
0. 600 0. 000
0. 000
0. c)97 0. 070
SCHEDULE START





















































(190172) GLOBAL FILENAME:ESCALATION FILENAME:
UNIT WEIGHT






















































































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
















































35. 000- 15. 000*
9. 256 6. 853
c).500 0. 500
0. 000 0. c)00
0.000
O. 350 0. 350
SCHEDULE START








































NOV 92 (26) JAN 95 (40)

































































































JAN 93 ( 24) JAN 95 ( 40)





















































































































































































































































16. 283* 30. 791-
35, (3(3(9* 15. (3(3(3*




1. 000 1. 000
SCHEDULE START





























































































5. 000- 995. 000
42. 000 3. 996*
10. 057 7. 682
0. 950 0. 200















































































_FG. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.658*
NEWPLANS LEVEL 0.500 0.500
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.000 0.000
SCHEDULE START

























































(190172) GLOBAL FILENAME:ESCALATION FILENAME:













































Re-start the Pt-ogram (Y/N)? N
Enter selection : 1
P_cessin9 ... Please _Jait
PRICE H Model
(190172)
1 Specify Custom Global Data File
2 Specify Custom Escalation Rate File
_, Generate Output File
4 Generate Li_ecycle Data File
5 Generate Postprocessor File
6 Turn On COMMANDPrompts
7 Display Schedule Penalty Report






Enter Data and Begin Processin9
Enter selection : R
_nter Input Data Filename: TOTALIO
£nter Input Data Filename:
INPUT FILENAME: TOTALIO
PROTOTYPEQUANTITY



























































































MAR 93 (22) JAN 95 (40)
















































--o 000- 68 c')()C)
49. 000 45. 333*
1¢').057 7.810
0. ¢)5(]) 0. 050
0.95¢') 0.95(:)
0. 000
0. 097 0. (:)97
SCHEDULE START





























































































5. 000* 3(}. 000
49. 000 15. 000*
lc).057 6. 890

















































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00*
















































6. 000* 39. 000
44. 000 26. 000*
9. 800 7. 200
0.95(.') 0. 950
0. 000 0. 300
0. 000
0. 097 0. 097
SCHEDULE START








































TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS





























































































MAR 93 ( 22) JAN 95 (40)

















































16. 000* 4. 000
45. 000 i. 333*
I0. 705 7. 767


































































































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




OCT 92 ( 27) JAN 95 ( 4(:))


























































































































































PRODUCTION - _ _
PROTOTYPE 14742. - 14742.
TOOL-TEST EQ 2058. - _._8._tJ=
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 1680(]. - 16800.
TOTAL COST 3762b. - 37626.
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 54.000- 214.000
DENSITY 44.000 17.398-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.705 7.767
NEW DESIGN ().bOO 0.900
DESIGN REPEAT 0.200 0.200
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.097 0.120
SCHEDULE START











PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.25(')*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0. 100-
PLATFORM 2. 000




SEP 93 ( ib) JAN 95 (40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOFMENT TOOLING 1.00*
INPUT FILENAME: TOTALIO 23-AUG-90 14:28 GLOBAL FILENAME:
(190172) ESCALATION FILENAME:



































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.00c)








TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. 00*
_L_IKUNI_ il_l











































TOTAL COST 6723. 6723.
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 11.620" 22.951"
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000"
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.071 7.363
NEW DESIGN 0.500 0.500
DESIGN REF'EAT 0.000 0.000
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000




F'ROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.217-
PLATFORM 2.000




DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 17)
FIRST ITEM FINISH








TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS














































TOTAL COST 6639. 6639.
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHr 11.574- 34.033*
DENSITY 35.000* 15.00c)*
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.929 7.395
NEW DESIGN 0.50c) 0.500




PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*










DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 (17)
FIRST ITEM FINISH








TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS





















































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




DEC 92 ( 25) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00"

































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 40.000* 170.000
DENSITY 49.000 56.667*
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.057 7.954
NEW DESIGN 0,500 0.200
DESIGN REPEAT 0.500 0.800
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000


























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.272*
PLATFORM 2.000




MAY 93 ( 20) JAN 95 _ 40)












































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 5. 000* 45. 000
DENS I TY 49.00c') 11. 250*
MFG. COMPLEX I TY 10. 057 6.89¢.')
NEW DES I GN 0.5()¢:) 0.8¢)¢)
DES I GN REPEAT 0.5¢')0 0. 200
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0. 000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.097 0. ¢)7¢)
SCHEDULE START























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.026*
PLATFORM 2.000




DEC 92 ( 25) JAN 95 ( 40)













































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.25(:)*
PLATFORM 2.000




AUG 92 ( 29) JAN 95 ( 4(:))




























WEIGHT ,_.""000* 17. 000
DENS ITY 45. 000 8. 500*
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.7(')5 7. 767
NEW DES IGN ('_,200 O. 2c)0
DESIGN REPEAT _'J.SOt) 0. 800
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL c_.097 _'_.097
SCHEDULE START






















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.244*
PLATFORM 2.000




OCT 92 (27) JAN 95 (4(i))








































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 5.000* 145.000
DENSITY 42.0c)0 24.167-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.822 7.281
NEW DESIGN 0.050 0.200
DESIGN REPEAT 0.0c)0 0.800
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000


























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.020*
PLATFORM 2.000




MAY 92 (32) JAN 95 (40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS











































TOTAL COST 3493. 3493.
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 2.000* 48.0c)0
DENSITY 49.000 16.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.057 7.682
NEW DESIGN 0.800 0.200
DESIGN REPEAT 0.200 0.8c)0
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000




PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.014-
PLATFORM 2.000




DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 12)
FIRST ITEM FINISH
























































































































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 30.000* b8.000
DENSITY 44.000 13.600-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.822 7.281
NEW DESIGN 0.200 0.15()
DESIGN REPEAT 0.800 0.850
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.120 0.097
SCHEDULE START





















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION O.13b*
PLATFORM 2.000




( 24) JAN 95 ( 40)








































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WE IGHT 8. 000- 2. (])00
DENS ITY 4(}.('_00 4.0('_0-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.822 7.281
NEW DESIGN ('J.400 O. 950
DES IGN REPEAT _'_.b('_O O. ('_00
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.0(1)0






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.400*
PLATFORM 2.000




NOV 92 (26) JAN 95 (40)



































WEIGHT O.500* 0. 500
DENSITY 40.000 10.000-

















































MAR 92 ( 34) JAN 95 ( 40)








































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 11.194- 5.553*
DENSITY 35.000* 15.(}00-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.256 6.853
NEW DESIGN 0.50(3 0.500
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.350 0.350
SCHEDULE START

























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.864*
PLATFORM 2.000




NOV 92 ( 26) JAN 95 ( 4(})





















































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




( 24) JAN 95 ( 4())











































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000









TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS












































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




DEC 92 (25) JAN 95 (40)





































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT Ib.283- 30.791-
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.546 7.938
NEW DESIGN 0.500 0.500
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 1.000 1.000
SCHEDULE START






















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.227*
PLATFORM 2.000




JAN 93 ( 24) JAN 95 < 40)






































TOTAL COST 19130. 19130.
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 5.000* 995.4)00
DENSITY 42.000 3.996*
MFG. COMPLEXITY 14).057 7.682
NEW DESIGN 0.950 0.24)0
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.804)
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL c).000




PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.254)*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.c)00.
PLATFORM 2.000




DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 15)
FIRST ITEM FINISH




DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.4)0-




























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 19.430- 62.767*
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.658*
NEW PLANS LEVEL 0.500 0.500
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.000 0.000
SCHEDULE START




AMORTIZED UNIT COST 0.00-
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.00-

















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.133
PLATFORM 2.000




FEB 93 (23) JAN 95 ( 40)









































I Specify Custom Global Data File
Specify Custom Escalation Rate File
3 Generate Output File
4 Generate Lifecycle Data File
5 Generate Postprocessor File
6 Turn On COMMAND Prompts
7 Display Schedule Penalty Report






Enter Data and Begin Processin 9
Enter selection : R
Enter Input Data Filename: TOTAL11
Enter Input Data Filename:
ORIGIN.'_L _""_R ,_S












































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




MAR 93 (22) JAN 95 (40)





































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.435*
PLATFORM 2.000




SEP 92 (28) JAN 95 (40)




























































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.C351-




DEC 92 ( 25) JAN 95 ( 40>











































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WE I GH T b. 000- 39. 000
DENSITY 44. 000 26. 000*
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9. 800 7.200
NEW DES IGN 4). C_54") O. 9543
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.300
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0. 000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 43.097 13.097
SCHEDULE START
























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.091-
PLATFORM 2.000




JAN 93 ( 24) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING _.: PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00"
OR_C/:

















































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




MAR 93 (22) JAN 95 (40)








































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT lb.000- 4.000
DENSITY 45.000 1.333-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.705 7.767
NEW DESIGN 0.200 0.200
DESIGN REPEAT 0.800 0.800
HW/SW IN_EG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.097 0.097
SCHEDULE START






















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION q).ll_*
PLATFORM 2.000




SEP 92 (28) JAN 95 (40)







































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000

















































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.063*
PLATFORM 2.000




NOV 92 ( 26) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00"
INPUT FILENAME: TOTALII




































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WE I GHT 54. 000* 78. 000
DENS I TY 44. c)r_O 5.571 *
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10. 705 7. 767
NEW DESIGN 0. 400 0. 750
DESIGN REPEAT 0.900 0. 900
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.00c)
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0. 097 0. 120
SCHEDULE START






















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.088*
PLATFORM 2.000




JUL 93 ( 18) JAN 95 ( 40)









































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 54.000* 214.000
DENSITY 44.000 17.398"
MFG. COMPLEXITY I0.705 7.767
NEW DESIGN O. 600 O. 900
DESIGN REPEAT 0. 200 c). 200
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000




























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0. I00-
PLATFORM 2.000




SEP 93 ( 16) JAN 95 ( 40)













































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




JAN 93 ( 24) /AN 95 ( 40)







































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 11.620- 22.951-
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.071 7.363
NEW DESIGN 0.500 0.500
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.350 0.350
SCHEDULE START






















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.217-
PLATFORM 2.()00




FEB 93 ( 23) JAN 95 ( 40)










































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 1 i. 574* 34. 033*
DENS I TY _,5.0r,0- 15. 000*
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9. 929 7. 395
MEW DESIGN 0. 500 0. 500
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000
HW/SW INIEG. LEVEL 0. 000




























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250-
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.146-
PLATFORM 2.000




( 23) JAN 95 ( 40l












































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




DEC 92 (25) JAN 95 (40)







































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 40. 000* 170. 000
DENSITY 49.00() 56. 667*
MFG. COMPLEXITY I(').057 7.954
NEW DESIGN 0. 500 0. 200
DESIGN REPEAT 0.500 0. 800
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0. 000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0. (i)97 _'1.097
SCHEDULE START






















F'ROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.272*
PLATFORM 2.000




MAY 93 ( 20) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS





































TOTAL COST 3435. 3435.
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 5.000* 45.000
DENSITY 49.000 11.250-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.057 &.890
NEW DESIGN 0.500 0.800
DESIGN REPEAT 0.500 0.200
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000




PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.026*
PLATFORM 2.000




DEVELOPMENT OCT 91 ( 15)
FIRST ITEM FINISH




DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.00-
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

















































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




AUG 92 (29) JAN 95 (40)












































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.244*
PLATFORM 2.000




OCT 92 ( 27) JAN 95 ( 40)














































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 5.000* 145.000
DENSITY 42.000 24.167-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.822 7.281
NEW DESIGN 0.050 0.200
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.800
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.020*
PLATFORM 2.000




MAY 92 ( 32) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING I. (')0*








































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 2.000* 48.000
DENSITY 49.000 Ib. O00*
MFG. COMPLEXITY Ic).057 7.682
NEW DESIGN 0.800 0.200
DESIGN REPEAT 0.200 0.800
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.097 0.151
SCHEDULE START

























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.014-
PLATFORM 2.000




SEP 92 ( 28) JAN 95 ( 40)





DM LESS GNC I&T
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY



































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 14.221- 34.208*
DENSITY 35.()00- 15.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.743 7.422
NEW DESIGN 0.500 0.500
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.350 0.350
SCHEDULE START

























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.178-
PLATFORM 2.000




FEB 93 ( 23) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
OR_r;._ : .







































HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.120 0.097
SCHEDULE START
























, PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.136-
PLATFORM 2.000




JAN 93 (24) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-

















?eRBBRAMDRQSTImGIO00) DEVELOE_[_T F'RODUCT_ON TOTALIBOSTC
DESIGN 571. - 571.
SYSTEMS _4. - 34.
PROJECT MGMT 318. - 318.












DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 8.000- 2.000
DENSITY 40.c)00 4.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.822 7.281
NEW DESIGN 0.400 0.950
DESIGN REPEAT 0.600 0.000
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.097 0.070
SCHEDULE START
















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.400*
PLATFORM 2.000




NOV 92 (26) JAN 95 (4(:))
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-









































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WE IGHT O. 500* O. 500
DENS ITY 40.0(')0 10. 000*
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9. 822 7.281
NEW DESIGN O. 300 O. 300
DESIGN REPEAT 0.7(](] O. 700
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0. 000


























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




MAR 92 ( 34) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
O_JdN ........








































DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 11.194- 5.553*
DENSITY 35.0c)0- 15.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.256 6.853
NEW DESIGN 0.500 (}.5(])0
DESIGN REPEAT 0.0C)0 0.000
HW/SW INTEG. LEVEL 0.000
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.350 0.350
SCHEDULE START






















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.864*
PLATFORM 2.000




NOV 92 ( 26) JAN 95 < 40)














































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




JAN 93 ( 24) JAN 95 ( 40)




















































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.000




SEP 93 ( lb) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
0














































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
PLATFORM 2.0C)0




DEC 92 ( 25) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS

































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.227*
PLATFORM 2.(500




JAN 93 (24) JAN 95 (40)















































































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0.000*
PLATFORM 2.000




DEC 92 ( 25) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-
ORI_W_, ._'_-.G_.,.3
OF POOR OV,_' '".,






























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL
WEIGHT 19.43(}* 62.767*
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000-
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.734* 7.658-
NEW PLANS LEVEL c).500 0.500
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.000 0.000
SCHEDULE START




AMORTIZED UNIT COST 0.00*
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.00-
















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 0.250*
ELECT VOL FRACTION 0 i _
PLATFORM 2.000




FEB 93 ( 23) JAN 95 ( 40)
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00-









TOTAL COST, WITH INTEGRATION COST





























Restart the Program (Y/N)? N
